
At SCC, our Solution Designers work collaboratively with 
your business to agree on a transformation strategy and 
vision; that is ideally derived from the findings during the 
Discovery phase.

The output from this service ensures that SCC provides 
you with the right high-and-low level designs and 
transformation plans in support of your Workplace 
Productivity journey; including milestones, quality 
criteria and key deliverables. 

A sustainable transformation must include 
comprehensive designs to identify additional technology 
investments, technology adoption, risk, governance, 
realistic milestones and clearly defined achievable 
phases; all of which are included in a detailed 
transformation pack.

Design and Plan is key to ensuring a 
sustainable digital transformation in 
support of workplace productivity, that 
not only meets your needs today but 
evolves with your business.
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Why Partner with SCC?

SCC’s approach is to work collaboratively with you, so you are actively 
involved through the process. This ensures that the design and plan are 
accurate and tailored to your organisation’s needs. 

By working with SCC, you have the advantage of tapping into our years 
of experience in creating technical design documents for customers, 
ensuring you have an accurate design to implement your requirements.

Design and Plan

These services look to provide you with three distinct areas of Design 
and Planning. These areas include: 

• High Level Design (HLD), 
• Transformation Plan (PLAN)
• Low Level Design (LLD)

If the designs are adopted, they can provide you with a complete  
end-to-end solution to meet your digital transformation strategy and 
priorities as determined from the output of EUC consult or your internal 
strategy process.

Key Benefits

• A complete Workplace Productivity design solution that 
incorporates all required elements for governance, people, 
process, and technology.

• A detailed plan for immediate business requirements adopting 
flexibility for future needs

• Access to in-depth knowledge from within SCC’s subject   
matter experts

• A natural and friction-free route into SCC’s annuity based services


